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However, dysfunctions can be shown to exist between these
characteristics, in Sjoberg's (i960) terms they constitute
contrarlictory functional requirements. The best known of these
conflicts is tho one between expcrtise and diseipline.
Executives in complex organisations are typically less qualified
to make expert technical judgments than their professional
subordinates, since they cannot possibly be the leading expert
in each of the specialties under their Jurisdiction. In many
bureaucracies, from Imperial China to contemporary Uganda, they
are in fact recruited not because of their professional expcrtise,
but because they have achieved a general level of education that
is expected to make them able to respond to varied tasks.
I recent years the trond has been, especially in the United
States, to train experts in administration as such, a professionalisation of administration.
Two further conflicts to which we will want to return later
are frequently mentioned (Blau & Scott 1963s34f)s
"Thus, even if'it is true that the hierorchy of authority
promotes diseipline and makes possible the coordination of
activities, does it not also discourage subordinates from
aeeepting responsibility? Or, granted that promotion should
be based on objective criteria rather than on personal
considoration or family connections, which of the two major
criteria is to be selected - seniority or merit?"
The major eriticism of Weber's analysis centers on his
preoccupation with the formally instituted aspects of
bureaucracies and neglect of the informal relations and
unofficial patterns which develop in formal organisations.
The study carried out by Roethlisborgor and Bickson (1939) i-ü
the Hawthorne plant of the Yfestern Electric Company in Chicago
during the depression brought one of the major discoveries in
Sociology. Experiments on the effects of varying dogrees of
Illumination on worker produetivity were followed by increases
in produetivity that could not be explained in terms of the
experimentss even when illumination was decreased again produetivity of workers eontinued to increase. The oxplanation
did not lie with variations in illumination, but in the fact that
the experimental groups had been given attention by managoment
and by the researcherss tho significance of human relations had
been discovered.
As the Hawthorne studies eontinued the significance of
social relations between workers themsolvos became more obvious.
Cohesive work groups were found to establish effective norms of
their own, eg Controlling individual Output, against the norms
laid down by the formal Organisation. Informal social processes
can thus be seen to characterise relations between peers as well
as authority relations.I

Udy (1959) Stresses that many informal behaviour patterns can
at least partially be accounted for by problems which seem
inherent in the formal strueture. Brom a comparative analysis of
150 formal organisations in 150 non-industrial societies, usirg
data largely from tho Human Relations Area Files, he shows that
rational variables are negativcly assoeiated with bureaucratic
variables. Bureaucracy and rationality would thus aopear to be
mutually inconsistent in the same formal Organisation. Udy
therefore argues that it is because of this inconsistency that
acccmodative mechanisms arise which result in the eontinued
operation of the Organisation at some level of efficiency.
Informal social processes are thus seen not as doviations from
ideal patterns but as a necessary part of formal organisations
as stable social systems.
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The necessity of establishing efficient formal organizations
in poor countries if they are to dcvelop is widely reeognized.
Because of the prominent role played by G-overnment not only in
the political but also in the economic sphere the main emphasis
is put on public administration. The importance of the government
bureaucracy is further enhanced because it is seen as the one
stable and persisting sector of the political arena (Lofchie 1967:1).
It becomes such the major agent in the introduction of social
change.
One of the major problems of formal organizations is that
they themselvos should be able to ad just to changes. An extreme
case of non-adjustment occurs where the organizatienal goal is
lost sight of and instrumental values become terminal values
(Merton 1940). What is required is a pattern of self-adjustment
within the Organization:
"Official proeudures provide precise 'Performance programs',
which prescribe the appropr.iate reactions to recurrent
situations and furnish established guides for decision-making.
But uncortainty cannot bo completely eliminated. Change,
whether due to new external development impinging on the
Organization or to internal modifications, produces
situations without established precedents. Bosides, some
exigencies that may arise cannot be antieipatod, and tiie more
complex the tasks, the more do attempts to prescribe behavior
too rigidly interfere with the ability to make exoert
judgmonts in terms of abstract professional Standards,"
(Blau & Scott 1963:240f)
Adaptability to chango may be prosumed to be even more of
a problem in developing countries. The rapid changes that
accompany the development effort place on the flexibility of
organizations in these countries an even higher demand than is
the case in industrial countries. At the same time the severe
shortage of qualified manpower circumscribes more narrowly the
discretion that can be left to lower echelons.
A second aspects of formal organizations has to be considered
when transferring our analysis from the West te other cultures.
Gouldner (I959:410ff) discusses how some informal patterns are
derived from the culture of the society in which a given formal
Organization happens to be located. Thus the norm that one should
not "squeal" can in the United States be expected to interfere
with the free flow of communication required by the Organization.
Similarly cultural norms will influence the relationships
between members of the Organization whatever the rules it
attempts to lie down. This is particularly obvious in
hierarchical relationships. Whyte (1961:63-66) discusses the
difference in behavior between North American and Latin American
workers when it comes to communication from subordinates to
superiors. Presthus (1961:16) reports from Turkey that motivation
may be positively correlated with strong leadership and a minimum
of partieipation, in the Western senso of the term.
Burthermore all people in organizations have a variety of
"latent social identities", that is, identitios which are not
culturally prescribed as relevant to or within rational Organization.
The sex of the holder of an Office does influence his/her
relationship with other members of the Organization. Elderly
workers are given more defereneo than their position in the
Organization Warrants by American Supervisors. The definition
of the "latent social identity" will differ between cultures.
In many non-Western societies the importance of age will intrude
even more forcibly into the formal Organization. In Africa tho
importanee of raee and ethnie identity is unescapable.
We are presently trying to obtain funds for a study of eommunieation in industrial firms in Uganda. It is suraised that
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communication is äffe et ed "by differentiation according to race,
ethnic identity, language and - to a mach groatcr extont than
in rieh countries - education. It is hypothosized that the flow
of communication is diminished a üg x t s content distorted where
it encounters these differentiations. This would in particular
äffeet communication down and up the line as racial, ethnic,
linguistic and educational groups continue to coincide to a
considerable extent with particular levels of the Organization
hierarehy. Even for Nigeria Yesufu (1962slOO) reported a few
years ago:
"... what is of outstanding importance is that most of the
largest employers -toücy, in commerce, manufacturing, communiestions, construction, etc, have in the past "been, and
remain at the present time, the foreign firms, mainly
European. Accordingly, labour-management relations in
Nigeria have for long partly assumed the eharacter of race
relations."
A final argument in cultural relativity. The discussicns
of Y/eber's theory of bureaucracy are based on empirical research
in North America. Weber usod historical data - and had the
Prussian bureaucracy right before his eyes. I suggest that the
eonflict betv,/een the hierarehy of authority and the responsibility
to be taken by subordinates did hardly exist in Prussia:
diseipline was a dominant feature in that society. Similarly
I wonder whether there was any conflict as to tho criteria for
promotion, whether seniority wasn't quite elearly overriding merit.
These are no more than guessos and are meant to suggest that
formal organizations in Europe have been different from those
evolved in the United States and that similarly non-Western
eultures must be expected to develop their own struetures.
In the transitional phasc while such struetures are
instituted or existing struetures are adapted to the demands of
a development economy severe conflicts are to be expected.
Pallers (1956:196ff) discusses the predicament of the chief in
Busoga who is faced with eonflicting demands being placed upon
him: the newly introdueed civil Service norm of disintorostedness
conflicts with the traditional Obligation between kinsmen.
Berger (1957:149) in a study of thc- Egyptian Higher Civil Service
stresses the persistent of personal, familial, and communal
loyalties in the population being governod and from which the
administrators are drawn. Such conflicts are not unknown in the
West but the priority of tho norm of the impersonal orientation
of the official has been elearly cstablished. In our discussion
of the family we will see that it is the very fact that rewards
go to individuals and not to corporate groups that strengthens
the trend towards the nuclear family.
Norm conflicts give individuals frequently a chance of
manipulations to act as an Opportunist who in a given Situation
refers to the norm most advantageous to him porsonally. Southall,
as we shall see, argues that this is the caso in maritcl
relationships in Buganda. The chief in Busoga who thinks it
legitimate to utilise his kinship connoctions to secure promotion,
but feels outraged if anothor chief does the same thing, is
trying to do precisely this. His position appears however more
difficult when it comes to reconciling the ccnflicting demands
made upon him: both the corporate kin group and the civil Service
hierarehy can back their demands with streng sanetions and tho
chief finds himself Walking on a tightrope attempting to keep both
sides satisfied with his services (Pallers 1956s202f).
How can the transition from a traditional society to a
society geared to economic development be accelerated? Ultimatoly
a change in peoplo's values is involved. The optimism that
expeets an ideological conversion and tho possimism that stresses
the impact of oarly childhood training that takes several
generations to undergo the necessary modifieations both deal with
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The family
"... no theorist has "been a"ble -to State, let alone prove,
any set of systematie propositions about the relations
"between the family and other institutions. .. "
(Goode 1959:180)
No aspect of economic development has aroused as much
interest among sociologists as its implications for the family.
By now an overwhelming bod5^ of discussion and quite a substantial
body of research results are available. We may distinguish
three major issuess
(a) the family type,
(b) the relative position of the sexes,
(c) marriage stability.
There appears to be a world trend towards the conjugai family:
husband, wife and their dependent children.l The most important
aspect distinguishing this nuclear family, as it is also called,
from more extended family units, as are found in many traditional
societies, is that it excludes a wide ränge of affinal and blood
relatives from everyday life.
A considerable fit can be shown to exist between conjugal
family pattern and industrial system. The high rate of
geographica! and occupational mobility as well as a measure of
social mobility required from the labour force in such a system
as long as it continues to be geared to further change, are better
met by the conjugal family than by more extended family s t r u e t u r e s . 2
In its logical conclusion this argument would seem to indieate
that a further reduetion even of the conjugal family, as has been
attempted in Israel and China, would be even more functional for
industrial society.
Boes this fit also apply to commercial entreprise? Is the
family firm efficient? The extended family would appear to have
two advantages over the conjugal family in this eontexts the trust
that does exist between the family members and the possibility of
self-financing through capital accumulation within the family.
On the other hand the desire for family control may put a limit to
expansion. Bast Africa is an interesting testing ground for the
hypotheses involved. We are looking forward to the publication
of a study Besai did of an Asian business Community - where the
extended family elearly plays an important role. Marris is
engaged in a study of African business entreprise and results
so far indieate that the successful businessman does not take
family members into his firm. These results should not be taken
as final though, even if cc-nfirmed in this stuc^r? this is a new
venture for Africans, especially in Kenya where the study is
conducted, and it may well be that the next generation, reared in
a business household, will be able to cooperate within family
entreprise.

Even in the West this trend has not been completed though.
Birth (1956) and Young and Willmott (1957) report a considerable
degree of interaetion with kin outside the conjugal family in
lower-class English families. Moore (!963:106f) suggests that the
Q trend may be reversed to a certain extent.
Litwak (i960) shows from a survoy in the United States that
modified extended family relations can be maintained in an
industrial society because modern means of communication have
reduced the socially disruptive forces of geographica! distance.
He argues that in fact an extended family can provide important
aid to nuclear families.without interfering with the occupational
system.
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•fco sapport families while on the other there are only limited
earning opportunities for women. The adult African population
of Nairobi in 1948 included 84,000 men, but only 21,000 women,
and while the Situation had considerably improvod by 1962 there
was still a serious imbalance with 176,000 men and 83,000 women.
Furthermore, the control traditionally exerted by the extended
family and the village community is continued only to a 1 csser
extent by the urban neigh'bourhood (Powdermaker 1962).
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